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PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION



€ 7.788,45 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 8 to 15 days

€ 8.506,41 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 8 to 15 days

REFRIGERATED SHOWCASE for WINES, Glass on 2 sides/double-sided, Ventilated refrigeration, capacity 240 Bordeaux bottles :
was born for the new methods of consumption and encounter with the universe of wine : from the trendy wine bar to the large
international hotel, from the classic restaurant to the new leisure places, from the historic wine shop to the temples of taste, from the cruising,
yachting and, why not, the most exclusive residences;
door frame in gray anodized aluminium ;
 an aesthetically innovative , minimal , thick frame, which creates a particular chiaroscuro effect framing the products on display;
integrated lock and an elegant recessed handle that provides an excellent grip and avoids annoying protrusions towards the user;
polycarbonate and stainless steel shelves can be positioned at different heights  and reclined , simply move the screws with which
they are fixed to the central bar;
 easily removable shelves for complete cleaning (even in the dishwasher)
The shelf system allows for total flexibility and display freedom , the user can configure the composition he prefers, favoring maximum
capacity or optimal visibility;
the versatility of the shelf system , which can be easily repositioned, and the total absence of bulky elements inside the bottle
compartment, such as grills or cooling devices, guarantee maximum capacity, promoting greater functionality, practicality and ease of access to
the products;
version with humidity control available (Code H2400/BFU);
standard colours : semi-gloss black and satin aluminum grey.

TECHNICAL DATA :
Capacity (in Bordeaux): 240 bottles
Capacity 650 litres
N° 10 shelves
Temperature +4°/+18°C
Ventilated refrigeration
Relative humidity control (RH 50%-70%) only for Mod.H2400/BFU
Environmental Operating Conditions: TA 30°c - 55% RH

Accessories/Options :
Special laminate color
Warm or amber LED lights
Single shelf - Do not exceed 30 kg
Double shelf

CE mark
Made in Italy

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 50
motor power capacity (Kw) 0,4

net weight (Kg) 250
gross weight (Kg) 290

breadth (mm) 837
depth (mm) 623
height (mm) 2357

AVAILABLE MODELS

EF-H2400/BF
ENOFRIGO - Refrigerated Display Case for Wine,
Ventilated Refrigeration, Mod.H2400 / BF
Refrigerated display case for wine, glass on 2 sides /
double-sided, capacity 240 bottles, 10 shelves,
temperature + 4 ° / + 18 ° C, ventilated refrigeration,
V.230 / 1, Kw.0,4, Weight 250 Kg, dim.
mm.837x623x2357h

EF-H2400/BFU
ENOFRIGO - Refrigerated Display Case for Wine,
Ventilated Refrigeration and Humidity Control,
Mod.H2400 / BFU
Refrigerated display case for wine, glass on 2 sides /
double-sided, capacity 240 bottles, 10 shelves,
temperature + 4 ° / + 18 ° C, ventilated refrigeration,
version with humidity control, V.230 / 1, Kw.0,4, Weight
250 Kg, dim.mm.837x623x2357h
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€ 114,75 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

€ 430,12 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

TECHNICAL CARD

CODE/PICTURES DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

EF-GA87430009R

TECHNOCHEF - Single Shelf, Mod.GA87430009R
Single shelf (not to exceed 30 Kg)

EF-OPT87002

TECHNOCHEF - Laminate Color Option,
Mod.OPT87002
Special laminate color option for Mod.H800, H1200
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